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CONTRACTION OF CYCLIC CODES OVER FINITE CHAIN RINGS
ALEXANDRE FOTUE TABUE ANDCHRISTOPHEMOUAHA
ABSTRACT. Let R be a commutative finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ), and Γ(R) the Teichmüller’s set of R.
In this paper, the trace representation cyclic R -linear codes of length ℓ, is presented, when gcd(ℓ,q ) = 1.
Wewill show that the contractions of some cyclic R -linear codes of length uℓ are γ -constacyclic R -linear
codes of length ℓ, where γ ∈ Γ(R)\{0R} and themultiplicative order of γ is u .
1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be finite chain ring with invariant (q ,s ), π : R→ Fq be the natural ring epimorphism, and ℓ a
positive integer such that gcd(q ,ℓ) = 1. Let R× be the group of units of R, and γ∈ R×. An R -linear code
C of length ℓ is γ -constacyclic if τγ(C ) =C , where τγ : Rℓ→ Rℓ, is the γ -constashift operator, defined
by τγ(c0,c1, · · · ,cℓ−1) = (γcℓ−1,c0, · · · ,cℓ−2). Especially, cyclic and negacyclic linear codes correspond to
γ = 1R and γ = −1R, respectively (see [4]). The residue code of R -linear code C is the Fq -linear code
π(C ) := {(π(c0),π(c1), · · · ,π(cℓ−1)) : (c0,c1, · · · ,cℓ−1)∈C } . The equality π(τγ(C )) = τπ(γ) (π(C )) , enables
to see that the residue code of any γ -constacyclic R -linear code, is an π(γ) -constacyclic Fq -linear code.
In the literature [3, 5, 10, 11, 12], the class of γ -constacyclic R -linear codes, which are studied, have the
following property γ ∈ 1R+Rθ .
In this paper, on the one hand, we will describe each γ -constacyclic R -linear code of length ℓ, as
contraction of a cyclic R -linear code of length u ℓ, and on the other hand, we will investigate on the
structure of γ -constacyclic R -linear codes, where γ ∈ Γ(R) \ {0R}.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present results which will be used in the
following sections. Sect. 3 studies the subring subcode and trace code of a linear codes over finite chain
rings. In Sect.4, the trace-description of cyclic linear codes over finite chain rings is presented. For any
γ ∈ Γ(R), we proceed to investigate on the structural properties of γ -constacyclic codes of arbitrary
length ℓ, in Sect. 5.
2. BACKGROUND ON FINITE CHAIN RINGS
Throughout of this section, R is a commutative ring with identity and J(R) denoted the Jacobson
radical of R, and R× denotes the multiplicative group of units of R. The definitions and results on the
finite chain rings are extracted in monographs [6, 8].
Definition 2.1. We say that R is a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ), if:
(1) R is local principal ideal ring;
(2) R/J(R)≃Fq and R) Rθ ) · · ·) Rθ s−1) Rθ s = {0}, where θ is a generator of J(R).
Themap π : R→Fq denotes the canonical projection.
Lemma 1. Let R be a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ), and θ be a generator of J(R). Then
(1) R× = R \J(R), and the ideals of R are precisely J(R)t = Rθ t , where t ∈ {0,1, · · · ,s };
(2) |R×|= q (s−1)(q − 1) and |J(R)t |= q s−t , for every t ∈ {0,1, · · · ,s }.
Theorem 1. Let R be a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ), and θ be a generator of J(R). Then
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(1) R× = Γ(R)∗ · (1+ Rθ ), and Γ(R)∗ ≃ Fq \ {0} (as multiplicative group) where Γ(R)∗ := {b ∈ R : b 6=
0, bq = b};
(2) Γ(R)∗ is a cyclic subgroup of R×, of order q − 1 and |1R+Rθ |= q s−1;
(3) for every element a ∈ R, there exists a unique (a0,a1, · · · ,as−1) ∈ Γ(R)s , such that a = a0+ a1θ +
· · ·+as−1θ s−1.
Definition 2.2. Let R be a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ), and θ be a generator of J(R). The set
Γ(R) = Γ(R)∗ ∪{0} is called the Teichmüller set of R.
We say that the ring S is an extension of R and we denote it by S|R if R is a subring of S and 1R = 1S.
We denote by rankR(S), the rank of R -module S. We denote by AutR(S), the group of ring automor-
phisms of S which fix the elements of R.
Definition 2.3. Let R be a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ). We say that the finite chain ring S is the
Galois extension of R of degree m , if
(1) S|R is unramified, i.e. J(S) = J(R)S;
(2) S|R is normal, i.e. R := {a∈ S : ̺(a) = a for all ̺ ∈ AutR(S)}.
Proposition 1. Let R be a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ). Let S is the Galois extension of R of degree
m . Then
(1) S is a free R -module of rank m ;
(2) AutR(S) is cyclic of order m ;
(3) S= R[ξ] where ξ is a generator of Γ(S).
Definition 2.4. Let S|R be the Galois extension of finite chain rings of degree m and σ be a generator of
AutR(S). The map TrSR :=
m−1∑
i=0
σi , is called the trace map of the Galois extension S|R.
Proposition 2. [6, Chap. XIV] Let S|T and R|T be Galois extensions of finite chain rings. Then
(1) R=

a ∈ S : σ(a) = a for allσ ∈ AutR(S)
	
;
(2) the bilinear form ϕ : (a,b) 7→ TrS
R
(ab) is nondegenerate;
(3) TrS
R
is a generator of S -module HomR(S,R), and TrRT ◦Tr
S
R
= TrS
T
.
3. LINEAR CODES OVER FINITE CHAIN RINGS
Recall that an R -linear code of length ℓ is an R -submodule of Rℓ. We say that an R -linear code is free
if it is a free as R -module.
3.1. Type and rank of a linear code. Amatrix G is called a generatormatrix for C if the rows of G span
C and none of them can be written as an R -linear combination of the other rows of G . We say that G
is a generator matrix in standard form if
G =

Ik0 G0,1 G0,2 · · · G0,s−1 G0,s
0 θ Ik1 θG1,2 · · · θG1,s−1 θG1,s
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 0 · · · θ s−1Iks−1 θ
s−1Gs−1,s
U ,(1)
where U is a suitable permutation matrix. The s -tuple (k0,k1, · · · ,ks−1) is called type of G and
rank(G ) := k0+k1+ · · ·+ks−1 is the rank of G .
Proposition 3. ([9, Proposition 3.2, Theorem 3.5]) Each R -linear code C admits a generator matrix G
standard form. Moreover, the type is the same for any generator matrix in standard form for C .
So the type and the rank are the invariants of C , and henceforth we have the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let C be an R -linear code.
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(1) The type of C is the type of a generator matrix of C in standard form.
(2) The rank of C , denoted rankR(C ), is the rank of a generator matrix of C in standard form.
Obviously, any R -linear code C of length ℓ and of type (k0,k1, · · · ,ks−1) is free if and only if the rank
of C is k0, and k1 = k2 = · · ·= ks−1 = 0. It defines the scalar product on Rℓ by: a ·b
T :=
ℓ−1∑
i=0
aibi , where
bT is the transpose of b. Let C be an R -linear code of length ℓ. The dual code of C , denoted C ⊥, is
an R -linear code of length ℓ, define by: C ⊥ :=
¦
a∈ Rℓ : a ·bT = 0 for all c ∈C
©
. A generator matrix of
C ⊥, is called parity-check matrix of C .
Proposition 4. ([9, Theorem 3.10]) Let C be an R -linear code of length ℓ and of type (k0,k1, · · · ,ks−1).
Then
(1) the type of C ⊥ is (ℓ−k ,ks−1, · · · ,k1), where k := k0+k1+ · · ·+ks−1.
(2) |C |= q
s−1∑
t=0
(s−t )k t
, where |C | denotes the number of elements of C .
3.2. Galois closure of a linear code over a finite chain ring. Let B be an S -linear codes of length ℓ.
Then
σ(B) := {(σ(c0), · · · ,σ(cℓ−1)) : (c0, · · · ,cℓ−1)∈B}
is also an S -linear codes of length ℓ. We say that the S -linear code B is called σ -invariant if σ(B) =
B . The subring subcode of B to R, is R -linear code ResR(B) :=B ∩Rℓ, and the trace code of B over
R, is the R -linear code
TrS
R
(B) :=
¦
(TrS
R
(c0), · · · ,Tr
S
R
(cℓ−1)) : (c0, · · · ,cℓ−1)∈B
©
.
It is clear that TrS
R
(σ(B)) = TrS
R
(B). The extension code of an R -linear code C to S, is the S -linear code
ExtS(C ), formed by taking all combinations of codewords of C . The following theorem generalizes
Delsarte’s celebrated result (see [13, Ch.7.§8. Theorem 11.]).
Theorem 2. ([7, Theorem 3]). Let B be an S -linear code then TrS
R
(B⊥) = ResR(B)⊥, where B⊥ is the
dual to B with respect to the usual scalar product, and ResR(B)⊥ is the dual of ResR(B) in R
ℓ.
Definition 3.2. Let B be an S -linear code. The σ -closure of B , is the smallest σ -invariant S -linear
code fB , containing B .
Proposition 5. Let B be an S -linear code. Then fB =m−1∑
i=0
σi (B) and TrS
R
(B) = TrS
R
(fB ).
Proof.We have B ⊆ fB and σ(fB ) = fB , by Definition 3.2 of fB . So σi (B)⊆ fB , for all i ∈ {0,1, · · · ,m −
1}. Hence
m−1∑
i=0
σi (B) ⊆ fB . Since σm−1∑
i=0
σi (B)

=
m−1∑
i=0
σi (B) and B ⊆
m−1∑
i=0
σi (B), as fB is the
smallest S -linear code containing B , which is σ -invariant, it follows fB ⊆ m−1∑
i=0
σi (B). Hence fB =
m−1∑
i=0
σi (B). Thanks to [7, Proposition 1.], TrS
R
(fB ) = TrS
R
(B). 
The following Theorem summarizes the obtained results in [7].
Theorem 3. Let B be an S -linear code and σ be a generator of AutR(S) . Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(1) B is σ -invariant;
(2) TrS
R
(B) = ResR(B);
(3) B , and ResR(B) have the same type.
Proof.Let B be an S -linear code.
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1.⇔ 2. : Thanks to [7, Theorem 2].
1.⇔ 3. : Since any R -basis of ResR(B) is also an S -basis of ExtS (ResR(B)) . Thanks to [7, Theo-
rem 1], we deduce that B = ExtS

TrS
R
(B)

if and only if B and ResR(B) have the same type.

4. CYCLIC LINEAR CODES OVER FINITE CHAIN RINGS
Let ℓ be a positive integer such that gcd(q ,ℓ) = 1. Then the remainder q (mod ℓ) of q by ℓ, belongs
to Z×
ℓ
, the positive integer m denotes the multiplicative order of q (mod ℓ). Let Σℓ := {0,1, · · · ,ℓ− 1} be
the underling set of Zℓ.
4.1. Cyclotomic cosets. Let u be a positive integer. The set ofmultiples of u in A is
uA := {uz (modℓ) : z ∈A}.
The q -closure of A is ∁q (A) := ∪
i∈N
q iA.
Definition 4.1. Let z ∈ Σℓ. The q -cyclotomic coset modulo ℓ, containing z , the Galois closure of {z }.
We simply write ∁q (z ) := ∁q ({z }).
It denotes by ℜℓ(q ) the set of q -closure subsets of Σℓ. Obviously, the q -cyclotomic cosets modulo
ℓ, form a partition of Σℓ. Let Σℓ(q ) be a set of representatives of each q -cyclotomic cosets modulo ℓ.
Proposition 6. [1, Proposition 5.2] We have |Σℓ(q )| =
∑
d |ℓ
φ(ℓ)
ordℓ(q )
, where φ(.) is the Euler totient function
and ordℓ(q ) := min

i ∈N : q i+1 ≡ 1 (mod ℓ)
	
.
Notation 1. Let z ∈Σℓ and A be a subset of Σℓ and u ∈N, with gcd(u , q ) = 1.
(1) The opposite of A is −A := {ℓ− z : z ∈A}.
(2) The complementary of A is A := {z ∈Σℓ : z 6∈A} .
(3) The dual of A is A⋄ :=−A.
Remark 1. Let A be a subset of Σℓ. Then ∁q

A

= ∁q (A) and −∁q (A) = ∁q (−A). Moreover (A⋄)⋄ =A.
Example 4.1. We take ℓ = 20,q = 3. The q -cyclotomic cosets modulo ℓ, are: ∁q ({0}) = {0},∁q ({5}) =
{5,15},∁q ({10}) = {10}, and
∁q ({1}) = {1,3,9,7}; ∁q ({2}) = {2,6,18,14};
∁q ({4}) = {4,12,16,8}; ∁q ({11}) = {11,13,19,17}.
So Σℓ(q ) = {0,1,2,4,5,10,11}. We remark that ∁q ({−z }) = ∁q ({z }), for every z ∈ {0,2,4,5,10}. We set I :=
[0,10]. We have A := ∁q (I) = ∁q ({0,1,2,4,5,10}), −A= ∁q ({2,4,5,10,11}), and A⋄ := ∁q ({1}).
4.2. Likewise Reed-Solomon codes over finite chain rings. Let S be the Galois extension of R of de-
gree m and ξ be a generator of Γ(S)\{0}. Let A := {a 1,a 2, · · · ,a k } be a subset of Σℓ. One denotes by
P(S ; A), the free S -module with S -basis {Xa : a ∈ A}. Since m is the smallest positive integer with
qm ≡ 1 (modℓ), we can write η := ξ
qm−1
ℓ and the multiplicative order of η is ℓ. The evaluation
evη : P(S ; A) → Sℓ
f 7→ (f (1), f (η), · · · , f (ηℓ−1)),
is an S -modules monomorphism. We see that if A := {0,1, · · · ,k − 1}, then for any ℓth -primitive root of
unity η in Γ(S), the S -linear code evη(P(S ; A)) is a primitive Reed-Solomon code. For this reason, we
define Likewise Reed-Solomon codes which are a family of codes defined over large finite chain rings as
follows.
Definition 4.2. Let A be a subset of Σℓ, and S be a finite chain ring such that |Γ(S)| ≥ ℓ. Let η∈ Γ(S) and
the multiplicative order of η is ℓ. The S -submodule evη(P(S ; A)) is called likewise Reed-Solomon code
over S, with defining pair (η , A).
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We remark that Lη(S ; A) := evη(P(S ; A)) is the free S -linear code with free S -basis {evη(Xa ) : a ∈ A},
where A is a subset of Σℓ. We remark that Lη(S ; ;) = {0}, Lη(S ; {0}) = 1 and Lη(S ; Σℓ) = Sℓ.
Proposition 7. Let A,B be two subsets of Σℓ. Then
(1) Lη(S ; A) is cyclic;
(2) Lη(S ; A∪B) = Lη(S ; A)+Lη(S ; B) and Lη(S ; A∩B) = Lη(S ; A)∩Lη(S ; B).
Proof. Consider the codeword ca =

1,ηa , · · · ,ηa (ℓ−1)

. Then the shift of ca is η
−aca . Since Lη(S ; A) is
S -linear, we have η−aca ∈ Lη(S ; A). Hence Lη(S ; A) is cyclic. It is clear that Lη(S ; A ∪B) ⊇ Lη(S ; A) +
Lη(S ; B). The set {evη(Xa ) : a ∈ A∪ (B \ A)} is a free R -basis of Lη(S ; A ∪ B) and Lη(S ; A) + Lη(S ; B).
Hence, Lη(S ; A∪B) = Lη(S ; A)+Lη(S ; B). We leave the last equality as an exercise. 
Proposition 8. Let A be a subset of Σℓ and u be a positive integer such that gcd(ℓ,u ) = 1. Then
(1) Lηu (S ; A) = Lη(S ; uA);
(2) Lη(S ; A)⊥ = Lη(S ; A⋄);
(3) Lη

S ; ∁q (A)

is the σ -closure of Lη(S ; A).
Proof.Assume that gcd(ℓ,u ) = 1. Then η and ηu are ℓth -primitive roots of unity. Since {evη(Xa ) : a ∈
uA} is a free R -basis of Lηu (S ; A), we have Lηu (S ; A) = Lη(S ; uA).
A free S -basis of Lη(S ; A⋄) is {ca : −a ∈ A} where ca := (1,η
−a , · · · ,η−a (ℓ−1)) ∈ Lη(S ; A⋄). Then for all
b ∈ A, cb := (1,η
b , · · · ,ηb (ℓ−1)) ∈ Lη(S ; A), we have cbc
tr
a =
ℓ−1∑
j=0
η(b−a )j . It is easy to check that
ℓ−1∑
j=0
ηi j = 0,
when i 6≡ 0(modℓ). Since 0 < b − a < ℓ, we have cbc
tr
a = 0. So Lη(S ; A
⋄) ⊆ Lη(S ; A)⊥. Comparison of
cardinality yields Lη(S ; A)⊥ = Lη(S ; A⋄). Finally, σ(Lη(S ; A)) = Lη(S ; qA). So by Proposition 5, we have
åLη(S ; A) =m−1∑
i=0
Lη(S ; q
iA) = Lη
 
S ;
m−1⋃
i=0
q iA
!
.
Since ∁q (A) =
m−1⋃
i=0
q iA, we obtain åLη(S ; A) = Lη(S ; ∁q (A)). 
4.3. Trace representation of free cyclic linear codes. We introduce themap trace-evaluation TrS
R
◦evη :
Pη(S;A)→ Rℓ, defined by:
TrS
R
◦evη(X
a ) := TrS
R

1,ηa , · · · ,ηa (ℓ−1)

,
for all a ∈ A. In the sequel, we write: Cη(R ; A) := TrSR

Lη(S ; A)

, and Cη(R ; A) is a free cyclic R -linear
code of length ℓ. The immediate proprieties of trace representation of free cyclic linear codes over finite
chain ring are given in the following.
Proposition 9. Let A,B be two empty subsets of Σℓ. Then
(1) Cη(R ; A) = Cη

R ; ∁q (A)

;
(2) rankS(Lη(S ; ∁q (A))) = |∁q (A)| and Cη(R ; A)⊥ = Cη(R ; A⋄);
(3) Cη(S ; A∪B) = Cη(S ; A)+Cη(S ; B) and Cη(S ; A∩B) = Cη(S ; A)∩Cη(S ; B).
Proof.Let A,B be two subsets of Σℓ.
(1) From Proposition 5, Cη(R ; A) = Tr(Lη(S ; A)) = Tr(Lη(S ; ∁q (A))) =Cη(R ; ∁q (A)).
(2) Theorem3(3) yields Cη(R ; A) = Tr(Lη(S ; ∁q (A))) = ResR(Lη(S ; ∁q (A))). So
rankR(Cη(R ; A)) = rankS(Lη(S ; ∁q (A))) = |∁q (A)|.
From Proposition 8, Cη(R ; A)⊥ =Cη (R ; A⋄) .

The following theorem gives the number of cyclic codes and free cyclic codes over finite chain rings.
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Lemma 2. [1, Theorem 5.1] Let R be a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ). Then the following holds:
(1) the number of cyclic R -linear codes of length ℓ, is equal to (s + 1)|Σℓ(q )|,
(2) the number of free cyclic R -linear codes of length ℓ, is equal to 2|Σℓ(q )|.
Lemma 3. Let R be a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ) and S be the Galois extension of R of degree
m . Let z ∈Σℓ. Set S= R[ξ], mz := |∁q (z )|, η :=ξ
qm−1
ℓ . and ζ := η−z . Then the map
ψz : R[ξmz ] −→ Cη (R ; {z })
a 7−→ TrS
R

evη(aX z )

is an R -module isomorphism. Further R[ξmz ] is the Galois extension of R of degree mz and ψz ◦ tζ =
τ1 ◦ψz , where tζ(a) = aζ, for all a ∈ R[η].
Proof. It is clear that a ∈ Ker(ψz ) if and only if a ∈ R[ξmz ]⊥Tr ∩ R[ξmz ], where duality ⊥Tr is with re-
spect to trace form. As the trace bilinear form is nondegenerate, we have S = R[ξmz ]⊥Tr ⊕ R[ξmz ] and
Ker(ψz ) = {0}. Hence ψz is an R -module monomorphism. We remark that, Cη(R ; {z }) is cyclic, if and
only if ψz ◦ tζ = τ1 ◦ψz , for all a ∈ R[η]. Finally, we have S= R[ξ], so R[ξmz ] is the Galois extension of
R of degree mz . Hence, ψz is an R -module isomorphism. 
Definition 4.3. A non trivial cyclic R -linear code C is said to be irreducible, if for all R -linear cyclic
subcodes C1 and C2 of C , such that, C =C1⊕C2, implies C1 = {0} or C2 = {0}.
Proposition10. The irreducible cyclic R -linear codes are precisely θ t Cη(R ; {z }) s, where t ∈ {0,1, · · · ,s−1}
and z ∈Σℓ(q ).
Proof.By Lemma 3, the cyclic R -linear code Cη(R ; {z })) and all the R -linear cyclic subcodes are ir-
reducible. Let C be an irreducible cyclic R -linear code. Then the R -linear code Quots−1(C ) :=¦
c∈ Rℓ : θ s−1c∈C
©
is cyclic and free, and so Quots−1(C ) =Cη(R ; A) for some A⊂Σℓ(q ) and A 6= ;. As-
sume that |A|> 1. Then Cη(R ; A) =Cη(R ; A1)⊕Cη(R ; A2) where A1 ∩A2 = ;, A1 6= ; and A2 6= ;. We have
C ∩Cη(R ; A1) 6= {0} and C ∩Cη(R ; A2) 6= {0}. Therefore C = (C ∩Cη(R ; A1))⊕(C ∩Cη(R ; A2)). It is impos-
sible, because C be an irreducible. So |A| = 1. Now, C ⊆ Cη(R ; {z }), it follows that C = θ tCη(R ; {z }),
for some t ∈ {0,1, · · · ,s − 1}. 
We set Σℓ(q ) a set of representatives of each q -cyclotomic cosets modulo ℓ. An (q ,s ) -cyclotomic
partitionmodulo ℓ, is the (s + 1) -tuple (A0,A1, · · · ,As ) with the property At = ∁q
 
λ−1({t })

, where λ :
Σℓ(q )→{0,1, · · · ,s } is a map. Denoted by
ℜℓ(q ,s ) :=
¦
(A0,A1, · · · ,As ) :

∃λ∈ {0,1, · · · ,s }Σℓ(q )

At =λ
−1({t })
©
the set of (q ,s ) -cyclotomic partitions modulo ℓ, and Cy(R,ℓ) the set of cyclic R -linear codes of length
ℓ. We have |ℜℓ(q ,s )|= (s + 1)|Σℓ(q )|.
Example 4.2. We take ℓ= 20,q = 3 and s = 2. Then |Σℓ(q )|= 13 and |ℜℓ(q ,s )|= 37. An (q ,s ) -cyclotomic
partitionmodulo ℓ, is A :=

∁q ({0,1,2}),∁q ({5,11}),∁q ({4,10})

.
Theorem 4. Any cyclic R -linear code C there exists a unique A := (A0,A1, · · · ,As ) ∈ ℜℓ(q ,s ) such that
C = CR(A) and CR(A) =
s−1⊕
t=0
θ t Cη(R ; At ). Moreover, the type of CR(A) is
(|∁q (A0)|, |∁q (A1)|, · · · , |∁q (As−1)|),
for some A := (A0,A1, · · · ,As )∈ℜℓ(q ,s ).
Proof.Let C be an cyclic R -linear code of length ℓ. From Proposition 9, we have Rℓ =
⊕
z∈Σℓ(q )
Cη(R ; {z })
and Cη(R ; {z }) ’s are free irreducible cyclic R -linear codes. Therefore C =
⊕
z∈Σℓ(q )
Cz , where Cz =
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Cη(R ; {z })∩C . From Proposition 10, Cz = θ tzCη(R ; {z }), where tz ∈ {0,1, · · · ,s }. Hence
C =
⊕
z∈Σℓ(q )
θ tzCη(R ; {z }) =
s−1⊕
t=0
θ tCη(R ; At ),
where At = {z ∈ Σℓ : tz = t }. Since |ℜℓ(q ,s )| = (s + 1)|Σℓ(q )|, by Theorem2, the uniqueness of A :=
(A0,A1, · · · ,As )∈ℜℓ(q ,s ) such that C =CR(A) is guaranteed.
Moreover, for every t ∈ {0,1, · · · ,s − 1}, the cyclic R -linear code Cη(R ; At ) is free and
rankR(Cη(R ; At )) = |∁q (At )|. Since the direct sum
s−1⊕
t=0
θ tCη(R ; At ) gives the type of CR(A), the type of
CR(A) is (k0,k1, · · · ,ks−1), where k t := |∁q (At )|, for every t ∈ {0,1, · · · ,s − 1}. 
Proposition 11. Let A := (A0,A1, · · · ,As ) ∈ ℜℓ(q ,s ) and t ∈ {0,1, · · · ,s − 1}. Then CR(A)⊥ = CR(Ae⋄), where
Ae⋄ := (−As ,−As−1, · · · ,−A1,−A0).
Proof.Let A := (A0,A1, · · · ,As ) ∈ ℜℓ(q ,s ). We have CR(A)⊥ ⊇
⋂s−1
u=0

θ s−uRℓ+Cη(R ; A⋄u )

and
θ s−tCη(R ; −At )⊆
⋂s−1
u=0

θ s−uRℓ+Cη(R ; A⋄u )

, for every t ∈ {1,2, · · · ,s }. It follows that CR(Ae⋄) ⊆ CR(A)⊥.
From Proposition 4 and Theorem4, CR(Ae⋄) and CR(A)⊥ have the same type, we have CR(A)⊥ =
CR(Ae⋄). 
5. CONSTACYCLIC LINEAR CODES OVER A FINITE CHAIN RING
Let γ ∈ R× and the multiplicative order of γ is u . We study the structure of contractions of cyclic
R -linear codes of length u ℓ. In the section, the usage of the map
℘ : Rℓ → Ru ℓ
c 7→ (γu−1c | γu−2c | · · · | γc, | c),
(2)
will be necessary.
Definition 5.1. Let C be an R -linear code of length u ℓ and C :=℘(K ).
(1) The R -linear code K is called the contraction of a linear code of C .
(2) The R -linear code C is called the cyclic concatenation of K .
The contraction of a class of linear cyclic codes over finite fields have been investigated in [2]. Our
contribution is the generalization of this theory of contraction of cyclic codes to finite chain rings.
Lemma 4. Let γ ∈ R× and u the multiplicative order of γ. Then the map ℘ is an R -module monomor-
phism. Moreover ℘ ◦τγ =τ1 ◦℘.
Proof.It is clear that ℘ is an R -module monomorphism. Let c := (c0, · · · ,cℓ−1) ∈ Rℓ and τ1 the cyclic
shift on {0,1, · · · ,u ℓ− 1}. We have:
τ1(℘(c)) = τ1(· · · | γ
i c0, · · · ,γ
i cℓ−1 | γ
i−1c0, · · · ,γ
i−1cℓ−1 | · · · );
= (· · · | γi+1cℓ−1,γ
i c0, · · · ,γ
i cℓ−2 | γ
i cℓ−1,γ
i−1c0, · · · ,γ
i−1cℓ−2 | · · · );
=

γu−1τγ(c) | γ
u−2τγ(c) | · · · | γτγ(c) | τγ(c)

;
= ℘(τγ(c)).
Hence ℘ ◦τγ = τ1 ◦℘. 
Corollary 1. Let γ ∈ R× and u the multiplicative order of γ and K be an R -linear code of length ℓ.
Then K is γ -constacyclic if and only if ℘(K ) is cyclic R -linear code of length u ℓ. Moreover, K and
℘(K ) have the same type.
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Proof.The map ℘ is an R -module monomorphism. So ℘(K ) is R -linear code of length u ℓ and K ,
℘(K ) have the same type. From Lemma4, we have ℘ ◦τγ = τ1 ◦℘, and so ℘(K ) is cyclic. 
This show how to construct a cyclic R -linear code from a constacyclic R -linear code. Now we want to
construct a constacyclic R -linear code from a cyclic R -linear code. Let A be a subset of {0,1, · · · ,u ℓ−1}.
One denotes A (modu ) := {a (modu ) : a ∈A}.
Theorem 5. Let u ,ℓ ∈ N such that gcd(u ℓ,q ) = 1. Let A be a subset of {0,1, · · · ,u ℓ− 1} and Cη(R ; A)
be a cyclic R -linear code of length u ℓ. Then ∁q (A) (modu ) = {ω}, if and only if K := ℘−1(Cη(R ; A)) is an
γ -constacyclic R -linear code of length ℓ, where γ = ξ−
ω(qm−1)
u
modu . Moreover K ⊥ = ℘−1

Cη (R ; A⋆u )

,
where ∁q (A) (modu ) = {ω}, and A⋆u := {a ∈A⋄ : a ≡−ω(modu )} , is an γ−1 -constacyclic R -linear code of
length ℓ.
Proof.Let m be the positive integer such that qm ≡ 1 (modu ℓ) and qm 6≡ 1 (modu ℓ). Let S := R[ξ]
be a Galois extension of R of degree m . We set β := ξ
qm−1
u
modu , w := q
m−1
u ℓ
and η := ξw . Let
Z := ∁q (A), where A is a subset of Σℓ. Then Cη(R ; Z) = ⊕z∈ZCη(R ; {z }). It is enough to show that
Cη(R ; {z }) ⊆ ℘(Rℓ), for all z ∈ Z. Let z ∈ Z, we set mz := |∁q (z )| and ζ := ηmz . From Lemma 3,
Cη(R ; {z }) = ψz (R[ξmz ]) = TrSR

evη(R[ξmz ]X z )

. Thus for all c := (c0, · · · ,cu ℓ−1) ∈ Cη(R ; {z }), From
Lemma3, exist a unique a∈ R[ξmz ] and such that c= TrS
R

evη(aX z )

. Since R[ξmz ] is the Galois exten-
sion of R of degree mz , then there exist a unique (a0,a1, · · · ,amz−1) such that a :=
mz−1∑
h=0
ahξhmz ∈ R[ξmz ]
and ct :=
mz−1∑
h=0
ahTr
S
R

ξhmz+wt z modℓ

, for all t ∈Σu ℓ. From the euclidian division of t ∈ {0,1, · · · ,u ℓ−1},
by ℓ, there exists (i , j ) ∈Σu ×Σℓ, such that t = iℓ+ j . We have:
ci ℓ+j =
mz−1∑
h=0
ahTr
S
R

β z iξhmz+w j z modℓ

, since β = ξw ℓmodu and β z modu =βωmodu ;
= βωi modu
 
mz−1∑
h=0
ahTr
S
R

ξhmz+w j z modℓ
!
, since βωmodu ∈ R;
= βωi modu xj and xj :=
mz−1∑
h=0
ahTr
S
R

ξhmz+w j z modℓ

.
Thus c := (· · · | γix0, · · · ,γixℓ−1 | γi−1x0, · · · ,γi−1xℓ−1 | · · · ) and γ := β−ω. Hence Cη(R ; A) ⊆ ℘(Rℓ). As
℘ ◦τγ = τ1 ◦℘, it follows that K is an γ -constacyclic R -linear code of length ℓ. For sufficiency, it is
enough to note that the above proof is reversible.
As K ⊥ is an γ−1 -constacyclic free R -linear code of rank ℓ−|A|, the cyclic R -linear code which yields
K ⊥, by contraction must have the definition set B of size |A|. 
Example 5.1. Let R be a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ) where q = 3. We take ℓ= 28,u = 2. We set
A1 := ∁q ({1,7}), A2 := ∁q ({1,5,7}), and A3 := ∁q ({1,5,7,11}). We have ∁q (Ai ) (mod 2) = {1}. So we can set
Ki := ℘−1

Cη (R ; Ai )

, where i ∈ {1,2,3}. Since A⋆21 = A3 and A
⋆2
2 = A2, we have K3 =K
⊥
1 and K2 is
self-dual.
The Hamming weight of an R -linear code C of length ℓ, is defined as: wt(C ) :=
min

wt(c) : c∈C \ {0}
	
, where wt(c) := |{j ∈Σℓ : cj 6= 0}|.
Corollary 2. Let u ,ℓ ∈ N such that gcd(u ℓ,q ) = 1. Let A := (A0,A1, · · · ,As ) ∈ ℜu ℓ(q ,s ) and CR(A) be a
cyclic R -linear code of length u ℓ such that
s−1⋃
t=0
At (modu ) = {ω}. Set K :=℘−1
 
CR(A)

. Then
(1) K is an γ -constacyclic R -linear code of length ℓ, where γ= ξ−
ω(qm−1)
u
modu ;
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(2) wt(c) = u ·wt(℘−1(c)), for every c∈CR(A);
(3) K ⊥ =℘−1(CR(A⋆u )), where A⋆u := (−A⋆us ,−As−1, · · · ,−A1,−A
⊳u
0 ) with
• A⋆us := {a ∈As : a ≡−ω(modu )} ,
• A⊳u0 := A0 ∪ (As \A
⋆u
s ).
Example 5.2. Let R be a finite chain ring of invariants (q ,s ) where J(R) = Rθ , q = 3 and s = 2. We take
ℓ= 10,u = 2. We set A := (A0,A1,A2), where A0 := ∁q ({1}), A1 := ∁q ({5}), and A2 := ∁q ({0,2,4,10,11}). We
have ∁q (A0) (mod 2) = ∁q (A1) (mod 2) = {1}. So the contraction of the cyclic R -linear code CR(A) of length
20, is the self-dual negacyclic R -linear code K :=℘−1

Cη (R ; A0)

⊕θ℘−1

Cη (R ; A1)

, of length 10.
6. CONCLUSION
Wehave seen that in the case gcd(ℓ, |R|) = 1, and γ ∈ Γ(R)∗, the class of γ -constacyclic R -linear codes
of length ℓ, is the same as the class of contractions of cyclic R -linear codes CR(A0,A1, · · · ,As ) of length
u ℓ, where u is the multiplicative order of γ, and each cyclic R -linear code CR(A0,A1, · · · ,As ) of this
class, satisfies:
s−1⋃
t=0
At (modu ) is a singleton.
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